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Leadership skills are an essential part of life.
Every person has leadership qualities. Come
learn from these experts on how they have
incorporated youth leadership into treatment
plans to empower youth to see how their
resilience is leadership. You will also hear from
a youth who received behavioral health
treatment and how leadership has helped them
thrive. You will be empowered and so will the
youth you serve! 

Learning Objectives:

List at least 3 tools mental health peer
specialists can use to empower youth.
Name 3 leadership skills and how they
promote engagement in treatment planning.
Describe how resilience can be defined as a type of leadership. 

Presenters:
Evelyn Clark is the Youth Liaison for Washington State Health Care Authority,
The Division of Behavioral Health and Recovery. She was appointed by the
Governor as a member of the Washington State Partnership Council on Juvenile
Justice which she currently co-chairs.
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Tyus Reed, Youth Advocate, Partnership council on Juvenile Justice Behavioral
Health committee youth member

Certificates of Participation for 60 Minute Webinar Available

Registration is FREE - but you must register to attend!
 

Click Here to Register!

Check Out the Recording of Last Month's Webinar

The Value of Youth Peers Serving on 
Community Boards 
Presented By: Ryan Tempesco

September 2020

Youth Peer Specialists can serve valuable positions on boards - from advisory
boards to community boards to agency or county board to hospital boards to
boards of directors. In this webinar, you will have an opportunity to learn about the
benefits and experiences of having youth sitting on boards for mental health and
wellness organizations. It will also detail what to expect and how to be inclusive. In
an effort to share the importance of mentoring young adults, this webinar will
highlight the voice of a young adult who has explored multiple boards and what it's
like to build partnerships within them.
 
Learning Objectives:

Name at least 3 reasons why youth representation is helpful to increase
diversity and sustain the future of an organization.
Describe at least 3 ways to make a board more conducive to youth
participation.
List at least 3 best practices for recruiting youth onto a board.

Watch the Recording NOW!
 

*****Certificates available after viewing by emailing:
d2winfo@copelandcenter.com

This flyer was developed [in part] under grant number 1H79SM082653-
01from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA), U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.  The views,
policies, and opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
those of SAMHSA or HHS.
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